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The normal state of a closet is to get more and more cluttered if
a conscious effort is not made to get rid of non-essentials. Consciously making this effort over and over again is what McKeown
calls ‘disciplined’.

å Essentialism is the disciplined pursuit of ‘less
but better’. æ
The clutter piles up again and every time it does, you need to act:
You need to know where the next thrift store is and when it’s open.
You need to have a plan in case somebody drops off their clutter in
your closet.

ESSENTIALIST CHECKLIST
Ë Do less than you want to do / could do.
Ë get enough sleep, drink enough water (’protect the asset’)
Ë take time for ’serious play’
Ë If you don’t know what’s important right now, what’s important
right now is to find out what’s important right now. Only once
you know this can you use your time effectively.

ACTIONABLE ADVICE

Figure 1: Graph illustrating
how far you can go with the
same amount of energy if invested deliberately in just one
thing versus diffusion

1. Part two (“Explore”) suggests you ‘escape’ and save time by
being unavailable (ruthlessly avoid going to useless meetings,
etc.); you see what really matters, make time for (serious) play,
get enough sleep and select what you spend your time with
using ‘extreme criteria’.
2. Part III (“Eliminate”) suggests you clarify decision making, dare
to say no and learn how to do it gracefully without offending
people, uncommit from non-essentials and gain freedom by
setting boundaries for carefully ‘edited’ amount of meaningful
activities.
3. Part IV (“Execute”) praises using a “time buffer” between commitments, removing things which hurt your effectiveness most

rather than starting some new quick fix technique on top of everything, progressing with small wins, using routine to get in
the flow, focusing and being in the moment by asking (“What’s
important now?”).

SUCCESS SPIRAL
With clarity of purpose comes success. But with success come
opportunities which distract you from your purpose and make you
plateau. Now you have to subtract and say no politely. You only
move forward if you put all your energy in the same direction.

ESSENTIALIST MINDSET
1. There can only ever be one priority.
2. Thus, trade-offs are real: you can either do this or that. By deciding on doing one thing, you discard the other. Make this an
active choice.
3. Remember the unimportance of practically everything: Say no
and triage ruthlessly.
You can’t just fit it all in. Also, actions aren’t all worth the same. Like
in the Pareto principle (80/20), some actions have tremendously
better effects than others which are practically useless in the pursuit
of your goals.

